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End User Analytics gives you greater control over your workplace environment enabling a better 
understanding of the end user needs and usage patterns. End User Analytics helps strike the balance 
between empowering employees and meeting security and compliance needs. 
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It’s time to rethink the end user environment  
The way people work is changing.We’re seeing elements of the 
traditional ‘workplace’ dissolve; as technology expands the ability for 
personalisation, connection and collaboration. The challenge for 
today’s CIOs are how to successfully transform their workplace 
environment, balancing costs to support legacy while enabling 
innovation. 
 
Every day, it becomes increasingly important for organizations to 
deploy a more agile and flexible set of end user services, without 
compromising on security and governance, in order to remove the 
need for employees to adopt and use ‘shadow IT’. Certainly, 
organizations will have to make IT investments that are based as 
much on analytics, support, and maintenance and risk mitigation as 
they are about driving business agility.  
 
How to approach data management and security  
According to Gartner, end user analytics and end user protection will 
intersect by 20173. In theory, this is good news for businesses that 
want to protect their employees – and crucially, their company’s data – 
when they’re working on the move. But in reality, enterprises often 
lack a security and investigative team, and find it hard to hire and 
train people with the necessary skills. Plus, the low rate of security 
incidents inside these businesses means it’s hard to justify the 
investment.  
 
The role of IT is shifting towards “managed services broker” 
The digital business economy, its hyper-connectivity and the data it 
generates are transforming the world of business. But with this 
proliferation of data comes a few challenges that organizations need 
to address. These include scaling IT resources to accommodate the 
flood of data from new devices, building business intelligence (BI) 
systems to analyze that data, and securing each endpoint against 
attacks.   
 
The customer and employee user experience gap 
When it comes to delivering a great user experience, far more 
consideration is given to an organization’s customers than to their 
employees. Although offering an intuitive and enjoyable experience to 
each consumer is of vital importance, it’s also important to do the 
same with every member of staff.  
 
Enterprises must realize that their staff not only need, but now also 
expect and demand, a great user experience across the applications 
they use. Most application developers understand this. But this is in 
stark contrast to the way IT administrators often perceive the 
employee user experience.  
 
As such, employees can often struggle with outdated, poorly designed 
applications and platforms that, if the decision were up to them, 
they’d never choose to use. In fact, some people will use their own 
preferred applications and devices, rather than approved systems. As a 
result, these ‘shadow IT’ activities could increase security risks, and 
companies must put in place solutions to mitigate them. 
 
 
 
 
 

Make better, data-driven decisions  
When it comes to employee end point usage, it’s important to 
remember that one size never fits all. Some users are overprovisioned, 
that is, they are burdened with a number of applications that they 
don’t and won’t ever use. But on the other hand, some people lack the  
 
Insight into employee usage patterns is now more important than 
ever as businesses try to get a handle on their total IT environment. As 
devices, applications and information become more numerous and 
complex, tangible data is essential for answering the questions below:    

 How many applications do we have? 
 What type of applications do we have? (Local, cloud, etc.) 
 What applications are actually being used? 
 What applications are installed or used without our knowledge? 
 When do we need to upgrade a user’s platform? 
 Can the user be migrated to a new operating system? 
 When can we retire an application? 
 What impact will a system upgrade or replacement have? 
 Are employees’ applications performing well? 
 Do we have objective measures on the quality of IT services that 

we’re delivering? 
 

Understand users’ needs 
Organizations can use real data gathering, assessment tools and 
complementary analytics to better understand their users’ needs and 
working habits. And more importantly, this information will help them 
to make better sourcing and deployment decisions. We need methods, 
techniques and tools to join the dots of the five pillars of end user 
computing:  

 Users: profiles, roles, business units / depts. 
 Devices: desktop, tablet, smartphone 
 Location / access: office, VPN, public cloud 
 Content: local files, internal shares, web 
 Applications: .exe, virtualized, cloud 
 
When we join these dots, we can match and rationalize across these 
five pillars to simplify, standardize and optimize our desktop estate 

 
An example of the power of this new paradigm is a UK based 
supermarket which had 1,542 applications installed across their estate. 
Our analysis identified only 322 applications were actually used. 
Furthermore we identified 93% of the user estate used only 24 
applications. Armed with this compelling insight, our client prioritized 
the transformation of those 24 applications and planned their desktop 
transformation accordingly. 
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Managed Desktop Services Help Businesses Control IT Costs 
The costs for today’s end user services typically represent the fourth 
largest IT budget domain. And within this, personnel costs currently 
stand at around 42%, which is the largest individual component1.      
  
What does this mean? To put it simply, nearly half of the end user 
services budget is committed to delivering a quality experience to 
every single user2. But unfortunately, IT has no clear visibility into the 
user experience. This is far from ideal, and needs to change. 
 

A real world example from a UK retail client: we analyzed specific 
user behaviors and by “capturing the click”, we were able to 
recommend the replacement of costly full product applications with 
low cost (or free) viewer alternatives. This in addition to 
rationalizing the desktop application estate from 7,100 to 500 
(based upon usage). 
 

 
 
Fujitsu End User Analytics 
Fujitsu has invested heavily in End User Analytics to help make digital 
business transformation a reality. With deep domain expertise and 
visibility into their clients’ environments, Fujitsu is helping businesses 
to gain the insight they need for better operational agility.  
 
Fujitsu provides organizations with a single platform in which to 
gather real time and historical data from any source, including license 
data, user data and application data. The software can detect 
application crashes and hangs, decipher between single user issues 
and globally widespread problems, and identify risky behavior and 
applications.    

  
Two other highly effective tools include Root Case Analysis and Kill 
Chain Forensics. These give IT professionals the ability to ‘rewind the 
tape’ and identify root causes throughout their enterprise, using 
time-correlated graphical analysis for systems, users and applications. 
It also enables them to pinpoint areas of concern to better monitor 
their IT landscape, and improve security, response times and 
performance. This is enriched by a proactive service desk philosophy 
and a thorough commitment to great service.  
 
The rise and rise of personal devices (BOYD / CYOD / COPE)* 
It is a fact that users today often have access to superior IT solutions 
and devices at home than are provided by their corporate IT service. 
Users have experienced the joys of consumer freedom in the home 
(Android, iOS, Windows, tablet, smartphone, laptop, desktop) and 
now demand the same freedoms and flexibility in the workplace.  
 

 
 
As more people work using their personal mobiles, tablets and 
laptops, their respective companies have to find new ways of 
successfully and safely integrating these devices into the working 
environment. Fujitsu has evolved beyond offering just IT support – and 
towards supporting the digital agenda of modern organizations. By 
running robust and efficient end user operations, we’re able to address 
the growing needs of businesses globally.  
 
*BYOD  -Bring Your Own Device 

*CYOD  -Choose Your Own Device 

*COPE -Company-Issued Personal Enabled 
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Giving businesses the insight to make more informed decisions 
Fujitsu’s End User Services deliver highly flexible managed services 
designed to relieve IT teams and give end users the right tools and 
services delivering a high-quality, consistent customer experience. 
Industrialized services are balanced with highly configurable 
workplace services aligned with role-based user segmentation. End 
User Analytics provide visibility into risk as well as productivity in order 
to aid business in making predictions in real-time and evidence-based 
decisions.  
 

 
 
 
This deep, rich insight into application and content usage through 
analysis of every user session brings unparalleled understanding of 
the end user landscape. It also provides vital input into desktop 
transformation projects as well as ongoing IT and software license 
optimization initiatives. 
 
Improving Service Desk processes 
End User Analytics offers a unique IT Service Management 
Augmentation functionality which integrates system telemetry with 
ServiceNow. Whenever an end user raises an incident related to their 
desktop, End User Analytics can insert a snapshot of the user’s desktop 
at the time the issue was identified, including detailed system 
resource, application state, and user activity data. This enables 
support teams to accelerate resolution and root cause analysis.  
Typical customers using End User Analytics form ITSM Augmentation 
have benefitted from 18% reduction in IT service desk tickets and 40% 
reduction in time to resolve open IT tickets.  
 
.    
 

Meeting the evolving needs of customers 
Fujitsu has once again been positioned as a leader and highest for 
ability to execute in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for End User 
Outsourcing Services, Europe5. We understand business leaders’ value 
services that offer flexibility, agility and service granularity. Fujitsu is 
constantly analyzing user productivity trends and is dedicated to 
addressing business needs through technology, rather than the other 
way around.  
 
End user services are only successful if IT provides staff with the right 
tools to be happy and productive. Fujitsu End User Analytics enables 
our customers to understand and support all their business 
technology, while ensuring staff can continue to meet the evolving 
needs of their customers.  
 
To properly support the business, employees must approve the 
technology that is rolled out for them to use. By aligning technology 
objectives with End User Analytics, IT leaders now have the 
opportunity to delight their users, with an experience that feels 
intuitive, natural and familiar, yet new and modern. Fujitsu’s 
innovative range of solutions is personal and easy to use, requiring 
little or no user training.  
 
With the release of Windows 10, businesses have the chance to adopt 
Fujitsu End User Analytics straight into their end user environments 
from the ground up. This will make it easier for them to support their 
end users, as well as efficiently interact with Microsoft and other 
Software-as-a-Service providers. Fujitsu provides unparalleled 
continuous analysis of IT components, such as storage, memory, 
compute and bandwidth, whether these are virtual or physical, local or 
cloud based, as well as visibility into the state of end user experience – 
so that our customers can see for themselves how Fujitsu is improving 
the productivity of their business users. 
 
 

Fujitsu End User Analytics is powered by Lakeside’s SysTrack 
software, recognized by Microsoft as essential for Windows telemetry 
and uniquely identified by Gartner in the categories for end user 
analytics, end user experience monitoring, and hosted virtual 
desktop monitoring. SysTrack is deployed on millions of desktops in 
thousands of organizations. 
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